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De Arte Gymnastica - Girolamo Mercuriale 2008
On humanism and physical culture in the
Renaissance.
Medieval Italy, Medieval and Early Modern
Women - Conor Kostick 2010
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This book pays tribute to Professor Christine
Meek with nineteen essays that present the
latest research in the evolution of Italian society
towards the Renaissance Which also provide
fascinating and original studies of the actions of
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medieval women - in battle, as political leaders
and as leaders of religious communities.
Denaro - Carl Menger 2013
Hospital-Based Health Technology
Assessment - Laura Sampietro-Colom
2017-01-23
A timely work describing how localized hospitalbased health technology assessment (HB-HTA)
complements general, ‘arms-length’ HTA agency
efforts, and what has been the collective global
impact of HB-HTA across the globe. While HBHTA has gained significant momentum over the
past few years, expertise in the field, and
information on the operation and organization of
HB-HTA, has been scattered. This book serves to
bring this information together to inform those
who are currently working in the field of HTA at
the hospital, regional, national or global level. In
addition, this book is intended for decisionmakers and policy-makers with a stake in
determining the uptake and decommissioning of
denaro-biblioteca-austriaca-umenti

new and established technologies in the hospital
setting. HTA has traditionally been performed at
the National/Regional level by HTA Agencies,
typically linked to governments. Yet hospitals
are the main entry door for most health
technologies (HTs). Hospital decision-makers
must undertake multiple high stakes investment
and disinvestment decisions annually for
innovative HTs, usually without adequate
information. Despite the existence of armslength HTA Agencies, inadequate information is
available to hospital decision-makers either
because relevant HTA reports are not yet
released at the time of entry of new technologies
to the field, or because even when the report
exists, the information contained is insufficient
to clarify the contextualized informational needs
of hospital decision makers. Therefore, there has
recently been a rising trend toward hospitalbased HTA units and programs. These
units/programs complement the work of
National/Regional HTA Agencies by providing
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the key and relevant evidence needed by
hospital decision makers in their specific
hospital context, and within required decisionmaking timelines. The emergence of HB-HTA is
creating a comprehensive HTA ecosystem across
health care levels, which creates better bridges
for knowledge translation through relevance and
timeliness.
Monk's Eye - Cees Nooteboom 2018-03
Cees Nooteboom wrote the poems that make up
Monk's Eye on two islands: he began them on
the Dutch island of Schiermonnikoog and
finished them on the Spanish island of Minorca,
where he has spent summers for decades. The
poems--which can be read individually or, all
together, as the record of a poet's life--are about
the two islands. But they're also about islands as
an archetype, about the serenity that we can find
on beaches and amid dunes, the sea sweeping
imperturbably around us. Accompanied by
Sunandini Banerjee's collages, the poems in this
volume are rich in allusion; they address the
denaro-biblioteca-austriaca-umenti

past, memories, illusions, dreams, and the heart
of all poetry--which Nooteboom locates in the
opening line of Plato's Phaedrus, when Socrates,
walking with his admirer, asks, "My dear
Phaedrus, whence came you, and whither are
you going?"
Translation in Global News - Esperanca Bielsa
2008-09-29
The mass media are of paramount importance in
the formulation and transmission of messages
about key developments of global significance,
such as terrorism and the war in Iraq, yet the
key mediating role of translation in the reception
of speeches and addresses of figures like Osama
Bin Laden and Saddam Hussein has remained
largely invisible. Incorporating the results of
extensive fieldwork in key global news
organizations such as Reuters, Agence France
Press and Inter Press Service, this book
addresses central issues relating to the new
pressures on translation arising from
globalization, analyzing new texts from major
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news agencies as well as alternative media
organizations. Co-written by Susan Bassnett, a
leading figure in the field of translation studies,
this book presents close readings of different
English versions of key Arabic texts circulated in
Western media to demonstrate the ways in
which a cultural and religious 'Other' is framed
in different media.
Monetary Nationalism and International
Stability - F. A. Hayek 2012-08-01
2012 Reprint of 1937 Edition. Exact facsimile of
the original edition, not reproduced with Optical
Recognition Software. This book contains five
essays by a young Hayek. Lectures are:
"National Monetary Systems; The Function and
Mechanism of International Flows of Money;
Independent Currencies; International Capita
Movements and The Problems of a Really
International Standard." Lectures include
considerable discussion of the gold standard.
Sale e saline nell'Adriatico, secc. XV-XX Antonio Di Vittorio 1981
denaro-biblioteca-austriaca-umenti

Health Care Technology and Its Assessment
- Henry David Banta 1993
The first sections of the book present basic
concepts, development and diffusion of health
care technology assessment. Separate chapters
present case studies of prevention medical
imaging, surgical practice, drugs, and picture
archiving and communications systems (PACS).
The final section has chapters on Sweden, the
UK, the Netherlands, the USA, Mexico, and
China to exemplify how different countries deal
with health care technology. This section also
has an overview of national and international
efforts in health care technology assessment and
a conclusion section describing the role health
care technology assessment could play in
different countries, depending particularly on
their wealth and level of development.
Economics in Perspective - John Kenneth
Galbraith 2017-08-29
In Economics in Perspective, renowned
economist John Kenneth Galbraith presents a
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compelling and accessible history of economic
ideas, from Aristotle through the twentieth
century. Examining theories of the past that
have a continuing modern resonance, he shows
that economics is not a timeless, objective
science, but is continually evolving as it is
shaped by specific times and places. From Adam
Smith's theories during the Industrial Revolution
to those of John Maynard Keynes after the Great
Depression, Galbraith demonstrates that if
economic ideas are to remain relevant, they
must continually adapt to the world they inhabit.
A lively examination of economic thought in
historical context, Economics in Perspective
shows how the field has evolved across the
centuries.
The Archival Image - F. C. J. Ketelaar 1997
Migrants, Ethnic Minorities and the Labour
Market - John Wrench 2016-07-27
This book examines racial and ethnic
discrimination in the labour markets and
denaro-biblioteca-austriaca-umenti

workplaces of western Europe. Scholars from
ten different countries set out the experience
and implications of this exclusion for two main
groups: the more established second and third
generations of postwar migrant descent, and the
'new' migrants, including seasonal and
undocumented workers and refugees, who are
vulnerable to extreme exploitation and
unregulated working environments. The book
finishes by addressing the implications of these
issues for trade unions and employers in Europe.
Identity Is the New Money - David Birch
2014-04-30
This book argues that personal identity is
changing profoundly and that money is changing
equally profoundly. Cash will be replaced by a
proliferation of new digital currencies.
Believe, Obey, Fight - Tracy H. Koon 2017-11-01
The Fascist regime under Mussolini regarded its
youth as its best hope for the future. Young
people were courted more assiduously than any
other group in the society and their political
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socialization became a central concern of the
government. Believe, Obey, Fight discusses the
various tools used by the Fascist regime from
1922 to 1943 to shape the political values and
environment of the young. Tracy Koon focuses
on the secondary agents of socialization,
including the party, the educational
establishment, youth groups, and the media of
political communication. She shows that the
response to this socialization ranged from
apparent consent to dissent and finally to open
opposition. The regime employed several
methods to produce consensus among the
young. Koon's analysis begins with a discussion
of the rhetorical style of Mussolini's message
and the key political myths manipulated by his
propaganda machine: fascism as continuing
revolution and social justice, the glories of
ancient Rome, the hygienic function of war and
violence, the religious spirit of the new creed,
and the omniscience of the leader. She then
describes the pre-Fascist educational system,
denaro-biblioteca-austriaca-umenti

the "most Fascist" Gentile reforms of 1923, and
the later revision of those reforms by zealous
party men engaged in the Fascist regimentation
of teachers and students and the militarization
and politicization of curricula and textbooks.
Equally important agents of socialization were
the Fascist groups organized for young people
from their earliest years through the university
level, including the annual national competitions
and forums in which members could express
their ideas on a range of issues. The regime
provided physical, military, sports, and political
training to strengthen the new Fascist society.
Fascist socialization did for a time create a
superficial consensus by appealing to both the
love of conformity that marks the very young
and the economic fears that caused students to
conform in the hope of jobs. But Koon argues
that the regime's attempt to exert totalitarian
control over the young deprived them of
personal identity. As time passed, the
contradictions of the regime became clearer, the
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chasm between Fascist rhetoric and reality more
obvious. In the end, the majority of young people
came to believe that the regime had given them
nothing to believe in, no one to obey, and
nothing for which to fight. Originally published
in 1985. A UNC Press Enduring Edition -- UNC
Press Enduring Editions use the latest in digital
technology to make available again books from
our distinguished backlist that were previously
out of print. These editions are published
unaltered from the original, and are presented in
affordable paperback formats, bringing readers
both historical and cultural value.
La mesticanza di Paolo di Lello Petrono
(XVII agosto MCCCCXXXIV-VI marzo
MCCCCXLVII) - Paolo di Lello Petrone 1910
Pilgrimage - Jonathan Sumption 2011-07-07
In a fascinating work of history, Jonathan
Sumption brings alive the traditions of
pilgrimage prevalent in Europe from the
beginning of Christianity to the end of the
denaro-biblioteca-austriaca-umenti

fifteenth century. Vividly describing such major
destinations as Jerusalem, Rome, Santiago de
Compostela and Canterbury, he examines both
major figures - popes, kings, queens, scholars,
villains - and the common people of their day.
With great sympathy he evokes their
achievements and failures, and addresses the
question of what motivated such extraordinary
quests.
Money in Early Rome - Emilio Peruzzi 1985
Ten Thoughts about Time - Bodil Jönsson
2005-01
Western society, and increasingly the rest of the
world too, is ruled by the clock. J·onsson
observes how the arrival of measured, accurate
timekeeping became first our tool, and then our
master. We now live longer on average than ever
before, yet most of us feel we have no time.
Competizione e conoscenza - Friedrich A. Von
Hayek 2017-11-21T00:00:00+01:00
Questo volume riunisce i più importanti saggi
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che Friedrich A. von Hayek ha dedicato al
legame che unisce la competizione e la
conoscenza. La raccolta si apre con Economics
and Knowledge, che è un punto di riferimento
obbligato dell’itinerario hayekiano, l’«evento
decisivo» (come lo stesso Hayek ha dichiarato)
della sua carriera intellettuale. Il saggio è la più
conseguente critica dell’impostazione economica
tradizionale. Questa, basata sulla statica
concezione dell’equilibrio economico generale,
assegna agli attori una condizione di onniscienza
o comunque attribuisce loro un’impossibile
conoscenza dei dati rilevanti. Ma le cose non
stanno così. I singoli attori sanno poco. C’è
all’interno della società una divisione della
conoscenza. Ed è questo il tema che Hayek
approfondisce in The Use of Knowledge in
Society, che è tuttora uno dei saggi più citati
nelle riviste internazionali. Qui l’autore mostra
in quale modo la cooperazione resa possibile dal
mercato costituisca uno strumento di
mobilitazione della conoscenza che nessun
denaro-biblioteca-austriaca-umenti

individuo possiede nella sua totalità, perché è
dispersa all’interno del sistema sociale e non può
essere centralizzata da alcuna autorità. Ne
discende, come Hayek spiega in The Meaning of
Competition e in Competition as a Discovery
Procedure, che la concorrenza non è altro che
un procedimento di esplorazione dell’ignoto e di
correzione degli errori. Se gli attori sapessero
ciò che spesso la teoria attribuisce loro, il
processo concorrenziale sarebbe inutile e
dannoso. Altri due saggi completano la raccolta.
Hayek ha esteso al territorio socio-politico
l’applicazione di quanto acquisito in campo
economico. E ha acutamente messo a nudo il
nesso che lega la presunzione di conoscere alla
creazione di un potere totale e perciò distruttore
di ogni libertà individuale di scelta.
Keynes Hayek: The Clash that Defined Modern
Economics - Nicholas Wapshott 2011-10-11
“I defy anybody—Keynesian, Hayekian, or
uncommitted—to read [Wapshott’s] work and
not learn something new.”—John Cassidy, The
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New Yorker As the stock market crash of 1929
plunged the world into turmoil, two men
emerged with competing claims on how to
restore balance to economies gone awry. John
Maynard Keynes, the mercurial Cambridge
economist, believed that government had a duty
to spend when others would not. He met his
opposite in a little-known Austrian economics
professor, Freidrich Hayek, who considered
attempts to intervene both pointless and
potentially dangerous. The battle lines thus
drawn, Keynesian economics would dominate for
decades and coincide with an era of
unprecedented prosperity, but conservative
economists and political leaders would
eventually embrace and execute Hayek's
contrary vision. From their first face-to-face
encounter to the heated arguments between
their ardent disciples, Nicholas Wapshott here
unearths the contemporary relevance of Keynes
and Hayek, as present-day arguments over the
virtues of the free market and government
denaro-biblioteca-austriaca-umenti

intervention rage with the same ferocity as they
did in the 1930s.
Psychology in Twentieth-Century Thought
and Society - Mitchell G. Ash 1989-11-24
La denazionalizzazione della moneta - Friedrich
A. von Hayek 2018-09-24T00:00:00+02:00
Il sistema monetario non è qualcosa di
prettamente tecnico e separato dal resto delle
istituzioni sociali. La soluzione che viene data al
problema della moneta è parte integrante
dell'habitat istituzionale dentro cui viviamo. E da
essa dipendono i gradi di libertà di cui possono
beneficiare le nostre azioni. Friedrich A. von
Hayek, Premio Nobel per l'Economia e maggiore
rappresentante della cultura liberale del
Novecento, ha fatto della questione monetaria il
tema della sua prima riflessione teorica. Si è poi
dedicato ad analizzare i presupposti gnoseologici
e normativi su cui si basa la società libera. E ha
formulato una severa critica alla "democrazia
illimitata", quel tipo di sistema sociale in cui
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«non è più la volontà o l'opinione della
maggioranza a determinare cosa debba fare il
governo, ma è il governo che è costretto a
soddisfare ogni tipo di interesse, allo scopo di
mettere assieme una maggioranza». Tale
situazione è in parte sostanziale favorita dal
monopolio governativo dell'emissione della
moneta. Come dire che, per ripristinare una
"democrazia limitata", per circoscrivere cioè il
potere del ceto politico, è necessario abbattere
quel monopolio, responsabile di inefficienza,
disoccupazione, fenomeni degenerativi della vita
sociale. Ossia: bisogna affrancarsi da qualsiasi
forma di sovranismo monetario. Il che è possibile
solo a condizione che la moneta venga offerta da
istituzioni che operino in regime di concorrenza.
Hayek presenta in questo suo saggio una
proposta ben articolata, su cui tutti i difensori
della libertà individuale di scelta devono
riflettere. Come alcuni commentatori hanno
messo in evidenza, è possibile che tale proposta
debba essere integrata ed emendata. Lo stesso
denaro-biblioteca-austriaca-umenti

Hayek lo riconosce. Ma resta il problema che il
monopolio dell'emissione della moneta non è
compatibile con le priorità funzionali di una
società aperta. E una soluzione dev'essere
trovata.
La logica della libertà - Michael Polanyi 2002
Confessions of an Illuminati, Volume I - Leo
Lyon Zagami 2015-11-11
In English for the first time, a guide to the true
secret structure of the Illuminati and their
invisible network made of various power
structures, author Leo Lyon Zagami uses their
internal documents and reveals confidential and
top-secret events. His book contends that the
presence of numerous Illuminati brotherhoods
and secret societies—just as those inside the
most prestigious U.S. universities such as Yale
or Harvard—have always been guides to the
occult. From the Ordo Templi Orientis (OTO)'s
infiltration of Freemasonry to the real Priory of
Sion, this book exposes not only the hidden
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structure of the New World Order and the occult
practices but also their connections to the
intelligence community and the infamous UrLodges.
Tactical and Technical Trends - United
States. War Dept. General Staff 1943
Isabella D'Este, Marchioness of Mantua,
1474-1539 - Julia Mary Cartwright Ady 1903
Denaro - Carl Menger
2013-10-30T00:00:00+01:00
A Carl Menger si devono acquisizioni
scientifiche di grande rilievo, sempre
caratterizzate da straordinaria originalità.
Quello monetario è uno dei problemi su cui egli
ha applicato il suo ingegno. Ha infatti scritto una
lunga voce enciclopedica, nella quale ha
impiegato la teoria delle conseguenze
inintenzionali delle azioni umane intenzionali.
Ha così mostrato il processo che, senza la
programmazione di alcuno, ha generato il
denaro-biblioteca-austriaca-umenti

“denaro”, un mezzo che ha aperto la strada allo
sviluppo e alla intensificazione della
cooperazione sociale. Sulle spalle di Menger, è
salito Georg Simmel, la cui grande opera sulla
filosofia del denaro ha come sua imprescindibile
base il lavoro mengeriano. Ma la stragrande
maggioranza degli economisti ha colpevolmente
trascurato Menger. E non si è resa conto dei
disastrosi esiti dell'assorbimento del denaro,
prodotto spontaneo della cooperazione
volontaria, da parte dello Stato. Un fenomeno
sociale si è allora trasformato in fenomeno
politico. È nata la banca centrale e la moneta
nazionale. Si sono creati i presupposti di una
svalutazione permanente e delle crisi periodiche,
che sono il puntuale portato delle decisioni di
politica monetaria: tutte vicende che Menger
aveva prefigurato con largo anticipo.
Recentemente tradotto in lingua inglese, il
saggio di Menger è una preziosa fonte di
apprendimento, che consente di mettere a nudo
alcuni inquietanti aspetti dell’attuale e grave
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congiuntura economica internazionale. Esce ora
contemporaneamente in lingua italiana e
spagnola, con la penetrante prefazione di José
Antonio de Aguirre e di Lorenzo Infantino.
Time, the Familiar Stranger - J. T. Fraser
2012-06-01
A fascinating adventure on the trail of time. An
encyclopedic work well illustrated and laced
with anecdotes, quotations, and parables,
written by a timesmith who ranges the
clockshops of the Precambrian to the restaurant
at the end of the universe. Fraser is a leading
authority in the world on the study of time.
Benedetto fra le spie - Annibale Paloscia 2007
The Abyssinian Crisis - Frank Hardie 1974
Max Havelaar - Multatuli 2019-03-03
The eurozone experience: monetary integration
in the absence of a european government - AA.
VV. 2012-10-05T00:00:00+02:00
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365.935
The History and Philosophy of Technology Chica Symposium on the History and Philosophy
of Technology 1979
This volume includes the thoughts of engineers,
historians, and philosophers on certain key
issues, among them the nature of technology, its
future direction, and its value to society.
Childish Things - Valéry Larbaud 1994
Handbook on European data protection law Council of Europe 2018-04-15
The rapid development of information
technology has exacerbated the need for robust
personal data protection, the right to which is
safeguarded by both European Union (EU) and
Council of Europe (CoE) instruments.
Safeguarding this important right entails new
and significant challenges as technological
advances expand the frontiers of areas such as
surveillance, communication interception and
data storage. This handbook is designed to
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familiarise legal practitioners not specialised in
data protection with this emerging area of the
law. It provides an overview of the EU’s and the
CoE’s applicable legal frameworks. It also
explains key case law, summarising major
rulings of both the Court of Justice of the
European Union and the European Court of
Human Rights. In addition, it presents
hypothetical scenarios that serve as practical
illustrations of the diverse issues encountered in
this ever-evolving field.
Choosing Big Technologies - John Krige 1993
A collection of 13 papers presented to a
symposium in Florence, Italy, November 1991,
and subsequently published as a special issue of
History and Technology vol.9, nos.1-4. They
explore the arguments and motivations of the
interest groups--scientists, engineers,
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industrialists, bureaucrats, politicians--in
deciding whether or not a government will take
on a large technological project, such as space
exploration, remote sensing equipment, particle
accelerators, and fancy aircraft. Annotation
copyright by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
St. Peter's in the Vatican - William Tronzo
2005-08-29
This volume presents an overview of St. Peter's
history from the late antique period to the
twentieth century.
The Romanic Review - 1919
Archivio veneto-tridentino - 2009
Sport, Politics and the Working Class Stephen G. Jones 1992
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